
 

Easton CE Academy Knowledge Organiser for Year 2 Art Clay Owls (Rodin’s Sculptures) 

Tier 3 Vocabulary 

Pictures and Diagrams 

Key Facts Art skills 

Artist Someone very skilled at painting, drawing 

or making things is an  

Art The skill of creating something by draw-

ing, painting or making things with your 

hand 

Sculpture  Something carved or shaped out of 

stone, wood, metal or clay.  

Sketch A quick, rough drawing of something  

Bold Colours stand out clearly  

Shade To make part of a drawing darker than 

the rest 

Hatch An area with parallel lines 

Clay A kind of earth that is baked to make 

bricks or pottery  

Tone A shade of colour  

Feature An important part or quality of some-

thing (parts of your face) 

Talon  A sharp claw  

Mould To shape something  

Air-dry  When something can be dried by air 

Block A large lump of something hard 

Oval A shape like an egg 

Shape The form or outline of something 

Manipulate To use your hands in a skilful way  

Texture  The feel of something such as its rough-

ness or smoothness  

Parallel  Lines that are the same distance from 

each other  

Cross hatch To make or shade with 2 or more lines  

Skills and techniques 

 Begin to collect ideas in sketchbooks  

 Work with different materials  

 Consider consistency when applying paint  

 Create and experiment with shades of colour and name some of 

these  

 Develop understanding of 2D and 3D in terms of artwork - 

paintings/sculptures  

 Look at sculptures and try to recreate them using materials  

 Begin to form own 3D pieces   

 Investigate clay - pinching, rolling, twisting, scratching and coiling 

and add details and textures using tools  

 Look at sculptures by known artists and natural  objects as 

starting points for own work 

 

Knowledge about the artist 

 Describe the work of the artist Auguste Ro-
din and the way he created sculptures to 
show ……. 

A French Sculptor who wasn't very traditional in 

his art work 

Auguste Rodin  

Someone very skilled at painting, drawing or mak-

ing things is an  

artist  

Art that is flat, like paintings drawings or photo-

graphs, is called two dimensional or  

2D  

Art that has height width and depth like sculpture 

is called three dimensional or  

3D 

An arrangement of colours and shapes is a  pattern 

A pad of paper for drawing is called a  sketchbook 

Someone who makes a sculpture is called a  Sculptor 

When something is carved or shaped out of stone, 

wood, metal or clay it is a  

Sculpture  

When you make part of a drawing darker than the 

rest then you have used the skill of  

shading 

Can be used to show shape, texture and tone Lines 


